PRESS RELEASE on November 21, 2013

Bioethics succeeded where esperanto failed: joining people as a universal language.

Today IX World Conference UNESCO Chair in Bioethics is over. It has taken place in Naples for three days with an exceptional participation. It has been the greatest UNESCO Conference in the World about ethical issues: 1400 participants, 800 speakers from 66 countries of the five continents.

“Naples has been the perfect framework to work under for an extraordinary and unique occasion of discussion and comparison of highest scientific value. The ethical message has been raised and bioethical newness has been really getting stronger” said Prof. Amnon Carmi, President of the Conference, at the end of works.

“Bioethics- added Prof. Claudio Buccelli, the other President of the Conference- as a universal language of listening, tolerance, meeting of crucial life choices not only in medical field.
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